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Members of the British Tamil community, including British Tamils Forum members, met the UK
Prime Minister David Cameron at 10 Downing Street today to challenge the UK government on
its decision to attend the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) that is due
to take place in Sri Lanka later this month. The delegation were invited to meet the Prime
Minister following sustained calls by many, both within and outside the Tamil community, that
the UK Government should follow the Canadian government’s lead and boycott CHOGM 2013 if
it takes place in Sri Lanka. The Tamils present at the meeting told the Prime Minister that the
UK’s participation in the summit would send a message that the international community is
prepared to turn a blind eye while the Sri Lankan state continues to commit the human rights
abuses, war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide against the Tamil people. They also
called on the Prime Minister to ensure that – if the meeting does go ahead – the President of Sri
Lanka, who is accused of committed serious war crimes, does not become chairperson-in-office
of the Commonwealth for the next two years.

      

In response, the Prime Minister said that he could not boycott the summit without betraying
Britain’s duties to the Commonwealth and its other member states, and that it is now too late to
prevent the Sri Lankan President gaining chairmanship of the Commonwealth. Nevertheless,
the Prime Minister assured the delegation that he would not let Sri Lanka use the event as an
opportunity to whitewash its international image, and that he would instead ensure his visit is
used to shine a spotlight on past and current crimes being committed by Sri Lanka.

  

Furthermore, the Prime Minister told the delegation that he had seen the documentary No Fire
Zone, aired this week on Channel 4, and found it one of the most harrowing films that he had
ever seen. He repeatedly assured the delegation he would insist that an international,
independent inquiry takes place, looking at both past and present crimes committed against the
Tamil people.

  

The Prime Minister said that, particularly since seeing the film, he is anxious to use his trip to
see the war affected areas and people. He would also like to visit the Uthayan (Tamil)
newspaper offices in Jaffna, which have been the target of much state violence and intimidation,
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and the Jaffna Library, which was tragically burnt down by Sinhala security forces and mobs in
1981 – an inconsolable loss to the heritage of the Tamil nation. Furthermore, the Prime Minister
said that, while there, he would challenge the Sri Lankan government on its plans to water down
the already-limited powers granted to the recently elected Northern Provincial Council.

  

British Tamils Forum is dismayed that the Prime Minister still insists on going to CHOGM,
despite the mounting evidence that Sri Lanka does indeed see the meeting as an opportunity to
brush its abuse of the Tamil people under the carpet. It is noteworthy that, even as the Prime
Minister spoke to the Tamil delegation, Sri Lanka was busy promoting itself at a World Travel
exhibition in East London, where its CHOGM host-nation status was an integral part of its
marketing campaign.

  

Nevertheless, given the Prime Minister’s evident shock at the events he saw in No Fire Zone,
British Tamils Forum still urges him – even at this late stage – to change his mind and boycott
the event, or at least to send a reduced delegation in his stead.

  

If the Prime Minister does go on to attend CHOGM, British Tamils Forum hopes that he will stick
to his promise to openly, firmly and persistently call for an international, independent
investigation into past and continuing international crimes in Sri Lanka, and to visit and hear
with open heart the genuine and long-running grievances of the Tamil people.

  

btfmediateam@googlemail.com

  

  

  

  Theguardian.com: David Cameron presses for Sri Lanka war crimes
inquiry. PM calls for international oversight if country does not order its own
review amid pressure to boycott Commonwealth summit  By Rowena
Mason and Sam Jones
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David Cameron has said an international inquiry into allegations of war crimes in Sri Lanka maybe needed, as he prepares to attend aCommonwealth summit there. The prime minister haspreviously said Sri Lanka's controversial government needs to hold an independentinvestigation, but has now turned up the rhetoric by calling for an inquiry with internationaloversight if the country does not order its own review. Members of the Tamil community urgedhim at a Downing Street meeting to boycott the summit due to take place next week. Failingthat, they called on him to leave William Hague, the foreign secretary, behind in London as amark of his dissatisfaction with Sri Lanka's human rights record. They also urged him to pressfor Sri Lanka to be stripped of its two-year chairmanship of the Commonwealth. Cameron andHague argue they will make more of an impact by turning up to the summit and making the casefor Sri Lanka to investigate thoroughly accusations of abuses in the country. There have beenallegations the government, headed by president Mahinda Rajapaksa, has been complicit inkidnappings, torture and other human rights abuses.  The prime minister will be the first leader to visit the war-ravaged north of Sri Lanka since thecountry's independence in 1948, where he will meet people directly affected by the 25-year civilwar, which ended in 2009 after the deaths of tens of thousands of people.  Writing in the Tamil Guardian, he said: "Some, including many in the Tamil community here inBritain, have called for me not to attend because of the Sri Lankan government's poor record onhuman rights and cruel treatment of Tamils.  "Four years after the conflict, no one has been held to account for grave allegations of warcrimes and sexual violence, journalists are routinely intimidated and thousands of people haveyet to find out what has happened to their missing relatives.  "I want to see that change. And I do not believe boycotting the Commonwealth meeting willachieve that. The right thing to do is to engage. To visit the country. To shine the internationalspotlight on the lack of progress in the country. And to have frank conversations with the SriLankan government about what they must do to address the concerns of the internationalcommunity and to improve the daily life of thousands of Tamils and civilians across allcommunities."  Cameron will demand the Sri Lankan government investigate "alleged war crimes andallegations of continuing human rights abuses, guarantee freedom of expression, and stamp outintimidation of journalists and human rights defenders – including by bringing those responsibleto justice".  "This will not be an easy conversation," he said. "But diplomacy is not about ducking the difficultdiscussions. It is about talking to those that you may not agree with precisely because you wantto change their approach.".  The controversy over Sri Lanka's human rights has overshadowed the Commonwealth heads ofgovernment meeting, which is held every two years.  Suren Surendiran, spokesman for the Global Tamil Forum, said the group was "not satisfied"that Cameron was refusing to boycott the summit, unlike Stephen Harper, the prime minister ofCanada. However, he said it would be a big step forward if Cameron presses for aninternational inquiry when he meets the Sri Lankan government.  A Number 10 spokespon said: "We have consistently called for an independent inquiry into theallegations. To date, that has not happened. And the PM believes that in the absence of anindependent investigation, an international inquiry would be needed."  Courtesy: http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/nov/07/cameron-sri-lanka-war-crimes-inquiry
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